Run 2443 – The Red Dress Run
According to Professor Google , the concept of the Red Dress Run was hatched
in San Diego in 1987 when a dickless runner was invited to join a Hash run . To
cut a long story short , said dickless runner , Donna Rhinehart , innocently
turned up in travelling clothes ie a red dress and heels . Not about to be
discouraged she insisted in joining the run and all the post run goings on
attired in red . The following year , on the anniversary, August 12 1988 , the
San Diego hash commemorated her efforts by inviting her back but she
countered with the instruction that all runners had to be attired in red as long
as it was a dress . She also dictated that the event should be a charity fund
raiser . So the tradition was born . Sadly this lady is now a life member ,
having gone hashing in the sky on 13 April 2013 . Here endeth history lesson .
Monday's turnout certainly personified the spirit of her wishes . Turnout of
roughly 200 RED (Retired Early Deviates) assembled at the Plough Inn ,
interrupting the quiet relaxed eating and drinking of the regulars .

Brand new GM , ROYAL SCREW with the help of Hare TINKERBELLE
,resplendant in full red fashion statement , got the show on the road literally ,
pink chalk for wal/nkers and all .
Trail sent the packs through all the Southbank eating/drinking spots winding up
at a drink stop in Musgrave Park with resident locals , one particularly large
one in inebriated hysterics at the sights passing her by . Drink stop was
complete with Christmas cake and Santa SPERMWHALE .

Santa could only indulge a couple of carols as this audience was way out of his
social league , not pre-school . Poor bugger was stuffed by the vocabulary . On
the on down through West End , back down to the Cultural district and back
along Southbank to the Plough Inn .
Words cannot get anywhere near to describing the rest of the goings on so I
will let the pictures tell the rest of the story . I don't have the figures but it was
a substantial amount ($41raised for the Salvoes on the night so a big thankyou
to everybody for participating and contributing .
On On to Red Dress 2017 .
BUGS

